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OVERVIEW
Following one of the most tumultuous years in recent
history, 2021 has been interesting to say the least.
Through the ups and downs of what’s been a rebound
year, the trucking industry already has its sights set
on 2022.
What’s in store for trucking next year? No one can
say for sure, but who better to ask than the experts
themselves? FreightWaves partnered with Echo
Global Logistics to gauge the industry’s views and
expectations for what’s shaping up to be a highly
anticipated period for freight.
Continuing this year’s trends, industry leaders are
calling for things to be slightly tighter, as competition
with other industries for workers, coupled with

driver retirement rates and strong load volumes, is
expected to shape capacity trends in 2022. But this
isn’t to say that next year will be a repeat of 2021.
Although COVID-19 is likely to linger, industry trends
and consumer behavior suggest that Americans are
itching to resume normal living, but doing so with a
few new habits.
The FreightWaves team surveyed trucking
companies, 3PLs, brokers, shippers and members of
the FreightTech community for their thoughts on the
upcoming year for freight. Survey data was collected
on capacity and load volume opinions and also on
consumer trends, including the respondents’ own
spending habits.

What best describes your company?
46.51%

34.88%

11.63%
4.65%

2.33%
Shipper of
products

Trucking company

Individuals from a variety of freight occupations
participated in the survey. The heavy majority of
respondents (81.39%) came from either trucking
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3PL/ freight
broker

FreightTech

Other (please
specify)

companies or 3PLs. FreightTech and shippers of
products were also represented, and a forwarder and
consulting company were among the others.
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In 2022, shippers will need to stay up to date on a variety of factors that have been impacting the
industry this year, including consumer spending trends, extreme weather events, the impact of power
and trailer manufacturing availability, and the truck driver shortage as they will likely continue to put
pressure on the market in the coming year and cause supply chain disruption. Although the impact
of the pandemic has caused disruption and unpredictability at times within the logistics industry,
shippers can always count on our team at Echo Global Logistics to help them navigate the challenging
freight market. As a leading 3PL, Echo uses a unique combination of industry expertise, best-in-class
technology, and award-winning customer service to simplify transportation management for our
clients. Our logistics experts evaluate their transportation needs, discover efficiencies, and deliver
the transportation solutions that are best for their business. Every day, we ensure over 16,000 freight
shipments are transported on time, safely, and within budget.

”

Doug Waggoner,

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Echo Global Logistics

LOAD VOLUMES
SHOW NO SURPRISES
What are your expectations for load volumes in 2022?
32.56%
30.23%

Respondents believe load
volumes will remain the same,
give or take, as 88.37% project
volumes next year will range
from slightly more to slightly
fewer loads than this year.
This means that just over 10%
of those surveyed believe load
volumes will significantly
increase or decrease in 2022.

25.58%

6.98%
4.65%
Significantly
more loads
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Slightly more
loads

About the
same loads

Slightly
fewer loads

Significantly
fewer loads
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What do you think the primary catalysts for load volumes will be in 2022?
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53.49%

65.12%

30.23%

39.53%

0.0%

11.63%
Growing import
volumes

Inventing
restocking

Consumer
spending growth

Low interest
rate

Housing
demand

Other

The survey allowed respondents to select up to three answers. 65.12% of those surveyed expect
inventory restocking to be the primary driver of load volumes next year, followed by consumer
spending growth (53.49%) and growing import volumes (39.53%). Roughly 30% selected housing
demand as a catalyst, while just over 11% believe low interest rates will be a factor in 2022.

What are your expectations for risks to load volumes in 2022?
Consumer spending
decline

25.58%

Mix of consumer spending
back to services and travel

44.19%

Interest rate increases

41.86%

Inflationary pressures

74.42%

Decline in the housing
market

16.28%

Decline in the stock
market

9.3%
25.58%

Shortages of raw
materials
Other (please specify)

2.33%

Most respondents appear to be losing sleep over inflationary pressures, with 74.42% deeming it a risk
to load volumes next year. Interest rate increases and a mix of consumer spending back to services
and travel scored similarly at 41.86% and 44.19%, respectively. A stock market or housing market
decline looks to be the least of anyone’s fears currently.
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TIGHTER EXPECTATIONS
FOR TRUCK CAPACITY
What are your expectations for truck capacity in 2022?

30.23%

25.58%
23.36%

16.28%

4.65%

Significantly
tighter capacity

Slightly tighter
capacity

About the
same capacity

Slightly looser
capacity

Significantly
looser capacity

Those surveyed expect truck capacity to strengthen its grip, as the majority (30.23%) call for things
to be slightly tighter next year. An additional 48.84% say capacity will be about the same if not slightly
looser, while only 4.65% believe things will be significantly looser.
In all, 72.09% believe truck capacity will stay the same or increase next year.
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What do you think the primary catalysts for truck capacity will be in 2022?
55.81%

55.81%
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53.49%

23.26%

23.26%

18.6%
4.65%
Lower number
of driver training
schools

Drug and alcohol
clearinghouse

Lower immigration
levels during the
pandemic

Driver retirement
rates

Truck original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) supply
chain constraints

Competition with
other industries
for workers

Strong load
volumes
continuing

The top two responses — driver retirement rates (55.81%) and competition with other industries for
workers (55.81%) — have to do with the ongoing driver shortage. An expectation for strong load volumes continuing was the third highest response, with 53.49%. Only 18.6% believe OEM supply chain
constraints will have an impact on truck capacity in 2022.

FORECASTS CALL FOR
GREATER CONFIDENCE
How confident are you with your company's transportation forecasts
and budgets for the first half of 2022?
Not confident at all
9.3%

Extremely confident
14.0%

Slightly confident
27.9%

Somewhat confident
48.8%
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Despite the uncertainty that
has characterized the past two
years, respondents are relatively
confident in their companies’
transportation forecasts and
budgets. A large minority
(48.8%) were “somewhat confident,” while “slightly confident”
came in a distant second
(27.9%). At both ends of the
spectrum, 14% said they were
extremely confident, and 9.3%
expressed no confidence at all.
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What do you expect your company's primary data point is or will be for creating
a transportation forecast or budget for the first half of 2022?

32.56%

30.23%

30.23%

6.9%
Rates from
within the past
12 months only

Historical rates that include
data points beyond the past
12 months

Internally produced
predictive rate
modeling

Third-party
pricing tools

0.0%
Other (please specify)

Respondents divided themselves into three almost equal groups as to what they thought would be
their companies’ primary data points for creating a transportation forecast or budget for the first half
of 2022. A plurality (32.56%) expect their company to use rates from within the past 12 months only.
Respondents listing “historical rates that include data points beyond the past 12 months” or “internally
produced predictive rate modeling” were identical, at 30.23%.
Third-party pricing tools are reportedly the least used method, at 6.98%.
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VACATIONS AND RENOVATIONS
LONG OVERDUE
As a consumer yourself, what types of large purchases does your household
plan to make over the next 12 months?
11.63%

New or existing home

27.91%

House remodeling

18.6%

New or used car

23.26%

Furniture

62.79%

Vacation

18.6%

None
Other (please specify)

0.0%

Over the past 12 months where has your household significantly increased
its online purchases the most? (Respondents could select up to three)
Groceries and
household items

67.44%
41.86%

Restaurants/
delivery

9.30%

Appliances

25.58%

Furniture

34.88%

Hardware and tools

9.30%

Auto parts

55.81%

Clothes

30.23%

Pet supplies

11.63%

Other (please specify)

0%

20%

40%

American consumers have
grown more comfortable with
buying everyday items online,
including perishable grocery
items. 67% of respondents
said they’ve increased their
expenditures of grocery and
household items via the internet.
Also of note, respondents
showed a strong preference
for ordering takeout and placing
restaurant orders online, at
just over 40%; the results also
showed a predilection for
clothing, at 56%.
In “Other,” two respondents said
they hadn’t increased online
purchases at all, and one person
said “wedding.”

13.95%

Toys/ games
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When away from the job,
62.79% of industry members
surveyed plan to spend their
disposable income mostly
to travel next year. Besides
spurring the itch to travel, cabin
fever has arguably worked its
way into consumers’ home
budgets, too. 27.91% plan to
remodel their homes in 2022,
while a close 23.26% want to
buy new furniture. However,
respondents appear to be more
hesitant about purchasing a
new home or building one.

60%

80%
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How much are you personally expecting to adjust your household consumer spending habits
over the next 12 months as compared to the last 12 months?

60.47%
18.6%

16.28%

4.65%

0.0%
Significantly
increase spending

Slightly increase
spending

Spend about the
same amount

Slightly
decrease spending

Significantly
decrease spending

Even as COVID-19 vaccinations gradually increase, most respondents (60.47%) said they aren’t likely
to alter their consumer spending patterns next year, perhaps dispelling the notion that spending habits
would revert to normal as vaccination rates increase.
Only 4.65% said they would significantly decrease spending, and none said they would significantly
increase spending.
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CONCLUSION
The uncertainty that has characterized the past year
and a half appears to be waning as industry leaders
have regained the confidence to operate at much
greater levels. The future appears to be brighter — or
at least more predictable — so long as curveballs
aren’t thrown our way. For now, the best we can do is
ponder and have patience.
Despite higher vaccinations, household consumer
spending patterns look to hold steady. We can
infer that inventory restocking is likely to drive load
volumes next year, fueled largely by e-commerce
acceleration.

Interestingly enough, FreightWaves analysts noted
that while none of the respondents said they would
significantly reduce their own spending, and only
about 16% said they would increase spending at all, a
majority (53.49%) believe consumer spending growth
will drive load volumes next year.
No one can say for sure what’s over the horizon,
but we have a good idea as to where the industry
is heading. However, our minds shouldn’t stray too
far from the present, as 2021 isn’t over yet; anything
could happen between now and January.

SPONSORED BY
ECHO GLOBAL LOGISTICS
Echo Global Logistics, Inc. (NASDAQ: ECHO) is a leading Fortune 1000 provider of technology-enabled
transportation and supply chain management services. Headquartered in Chicago with more than 30
offices around the country, Echo offers freight brokerage and Managed Transportation solutions for all
major modes, including truckload, partial truckload, LTL, intermodal, and expedited. Echo maintains a
proprietary, web-based technology platform that compiles and analyzes data from its network of over
50,000 transportation providers to serve 35,000 clients across a wide range of industries and simplify
the critical tasks involved in transportation management. For more information on Echo Global
Logistics, visit: www.echo.com or call 1-800-354-7993.
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